TOM’S TAKE…
Make 2017 Your Most Fashionable Year Ever!

"Walking into Tom's Place is as comfortable as slipping into one of their amazing
suits!"
- Peter Neal, Tom’s Place customer via facebook

What Are the “Big Deals” for 2017 at Tom’s?
We here at Tom’s Place would like to wish you a very happy New
Year!! We hope that you are as excited as we are about all of the good
things to come in 2017!
It’s the perfect time to plan ahead and think about how you can look and
feel your best. Do you have plans for a special engagement this year?
Perhaps you want to make a better impression at work?
Regardless of the occasion, we have the selection to fulfill your fashion
goals and amazing deals to fit your budget.
Here are a few of my favourite fashion hits that are definitely going to be a
“big deal” this year at Tom’s.

The Perfect Windowpane Check

The windowpane suit is a must for every man’s closet. It’s versatile,
practical, and looks fantastic. The square-like pattern can be a thinner style
windowpane which is subtle and elegant or thicker and bolder, more of a
power statement. Dress is up with a vest and tie, or dress it down with a
turtleneck, dress shirt or even a t-shirt and jeans. We have slim-fit, double
and single breasted, casual and dressy. And with so many patterns and
colours to choose from, why not buy three for the price of one! These are
going to be very hot for 2017.

The Quilted Bomber Jacket

It’s not too early to think about the warmer temperatures and wearing
lighter jackets. The quilted bomber is one of those timeless pieces that will
always be in style. At Tom’s Place, we have a whole showroom dedicated to
men’s outerwear with some of the best brands available. Make sure you ask
one of our style specialists to help you find the perfect jacket for you.

The Unstructured Sports Jacket

If you tend to lean towards a more casual way of dressing but want to
upgrade your look to something more refined, the unstructured sports

jacket is a fantastic (and affordable) addition to your wardrobe. This look
has become very popular, especially with younger men who want to
maintain a professional look, without having to wear a suit and tie. It also
provides an opportunity to have some fun with different colours and
patterns, ones that you may not want a full suit in.

Softer Colour Palettes

This is the year that men will really start to embrace their individuality and
break out of their typical colour choices. The softer hues are not just for
spring and summer anymore and the old notion that pinks and purples
don’t belong in men’s fashion is definitely a thing of the past. Unexpected

colour combinations that include softer hues will be something to look for
in 2017.

Bold Beautiful Patterns

Patterns are no longer segregated to the collars and cuffs of a dress shirt!!
This year, men’s dress shirts will focus on fun prints like polka dots, checks,
and intricate patterns.
At Tom’s we have a huge selection of patterned dress shirts that range from
subtle to statement. These are so versatile, they can be dressed down with a

plain white t-shirt and a dark wash denim jeans, or dressed up with a
classic suit and solid coloured tie.

About Tom:
A leading retailer of designer
men’s suits and accessories in
Toronto’s Kensington Market since
1958. Tom’s Place oﬀers brand
name men’s wear and business
apparel at below retail prices.

Tom and Jaymz Bee picking a new jacket
during the Kensington Market Jazz Festival
at Tom’s Place.

Tom’s Place is unique. You’ll get
a friendly welcome from the owner,
Tom Mihalik, and helpful service
from his knowledgeable sales staﬀ
and tailors.

